
Telford (safespace) Review 2008 
 
Introduction 
Bob and Mary Hopkins began their reflection on the first 18 months/2 years with the following paragraph, 
 

“It is expected that one of the motives of this project it to experiment and explore radical new options 
to connect with young adult culture in this under-churched New Town. The choice of appointment 
was consistent with this priority of pioneer emphasis. Furthermore “parachuting in from outside” a 
family as pioneer missionaries with no local connections and no strong base or mission momentum 
with young adults in any of the existing churches is always going to be a high challenge/slow building 
adventure. 
 
These factors mean that the project brings with it no guarantees of success and an inevitable slow 
early phase whilst new approaches are explored and foundations laid. This said, the next 18 months 
will be really important as three years should give a chance to see if the pioneering approaches are 
beginning to bear fruit. 
 
This is a relatively new enterprise, although drawing on mission models and principles from the past, 
therefore there is lots to learn and we can’t expect it to be simple.” 

 
I think we have been experiencing the surprises and uncertainty that naturally comes with being part of an 
“experiment”.  I don’t think any of us could or would have predicted the roads we have been walking as a 
project and now as a community.  We have been led to ask questions about concepts such as success and 
community and indeed of the purpose of “church”.  There are many questions that we are not ready to 
answer, if we ever will be, and there are things that we continue to struggle and/or wrestle with.  What has 
been clear for us is that it is, has been and will no doubt continue to be an adventure, one which requires a 
high level of personal and spiritual investment and struggle.  Perhaps because of that investment what has 
emerged so far is the deepest and most profound experience of “church” any of us have experienced.  The 
last two years have been exciting and exhausting in equal measure and what we are finding is teaching us 
some very big lessons about the nature of community and mission, not all of which are easy or comfortable! 
 
Who we are. 
Bob and Mary gave us the following table to consider, 
 
OPTION MISSION PURPOSE 
A 
Young Adult 
Church Plant 

To establish a network (non-geographic) church plant (modal centred set community) 
aimed at young adults in Telford, initiated by a core team. 

B 
Mission Order 
as Vehicle for 
Young Adult 
Church Plant 

To establish a new Mission Order (sodal bounded set) with the prime calling to be the 
agent and catalyst to initiate a network (non-geographic) church plant (modal centred 
set community) among young adults in Telford. 
It is important to recognise that with this option Mark and his team would be taking on 
TWO pioneer purposes concurrently. 

C 
Mission Order 
as Goal With 
Calling to 
Reach Young 
Adults on 
Behalf of Local 
Churches 

To establish a new Mission Order (sodal bounded set) with the calling to build up the 
spirituality and life of its members and to function as agents of mission to the network 
of young adults in Telford with the intention that whilst a few may join the order, most 
who are helped to a faith response will be fed into existing local churches (modal 
centred set communities). 

D 
Religious Order 
as Goal 
Attracting 
Young Adult 
Members 

To establish a new Religious Order (sodal bounded set) with the calling to recruit 
young adult members, building up their common spiritual life and seeking to provide 
blessing, service and enrichment to local churches (modal bounded set) and society 
generally. 

 



As we looked through these it became clear than no one “option” fits perfectly and that we are uncomfortable 
with the strong and seemingly dualistic “sodal” and “modal” descriptors.  Saying that the best fit for who we 
are becoming is “option” B, but with aspects/elements of both C and D.   
 
As “safespace”, we would say that we do seek to reflect two “experiments”, first to explore what a Christian 
community (church) might look like in a post-christendom, post-church culture, an exploration which is ideally 
located in Telford, and secondly to explore mission (missional living) amongst people within that culture, with 
a focus on 20’s and 30’s.  As such a pure “option” C is not consistent with were we find ourselves nor the 
challenge we face, i.e. if we are to explore what these things look like in a post-christendom culture then we 
have to ask significant questions of a Missiology which focuses on feeding people into inherited church, 
similarly “Option” D as it stands.  In short, if we are “experimenting” with Missiology we cannot avoid also 
thinking about ecclesiology in a radical way.  
 
Our reflection against this table is that we are becoming a “new Mission Order” as described in the first 
section of “option” B but we do not see such a strong separation between the “sodal” and “modal”, indeed we 
would see our “prime calling” as reflected in 1 Thessalonians 2, to share both Gospel and Life as an 
expression of the love which is in us as a consequence of the grace and Spirit of God.  We hope to see new 
communities emerge that share that DNA but reflects the culture from which they emerge.  As such I would 
say that we are both “sodal” and “modal” and we would hope that would be reflected in any new communities 
that develop from our missional living. 
 
Missiology? 
Our Missiology has two aspects, firstly we affirm the Anglican 5 Marks of Mission and secondly we stress the 
importance of contextual theology and cultural exegesis. 
 
The Anglican 5 Marks of Mission. 

• To proclaim the Good News of the Kingdom - Witness to Christ's saving, forgiving and reconciling 
love for all people. 

• To teach, baptise and nurture new believers - Build welcoming, transforming communities of faith 
• To respond to human need by loving service - Stand in solidarity with the poor and needy 
• To seek to transform unjust structures of society - Challenge injustice and oppression 
• To strive to safeguard the integrity of creation and sustain and renew the life of the earth - Protect, 

care for and renew life on our planet 
 
We believe that the “Good News” of the Kingdom is the transformation of individuals, communities and 
culture and the restoration of relationship, shalom and creation.  We believe in the immanence of the 
Kingdom. 
 
Contextual Theology and Cultural exegesis is important because it enables us to listen to the prevailing 
culture, it’s concerns and spiritual questions (Acts 17) but also to become aware of reality of God’s 
voice/presence in culture. 
 

 “The most compelling reason I can give for learning to read culture is that the mission of the church 
demands it… In order to be competent proclaimers and performers of the Gospel, then, Christians 
must learn to read the Bible and culture alike.  Christians cannot afford to continue sleepwalking their 
way through contemporary culture, letting their lives, and especially their imaginations, become 
conformed to culturally devised myths.” 
Kevin Vanhoozer (2007) 

 
“Because the life-giving Creator Spirit is present wherever life flourishes the Spirit’s voice can 
conceivably sound through many media, including the media of human culture.”  
Stanley Grenz (2000) 
 

We believe we in, 
• The incarnation – God’s translation into humanity and human culture, the Gospel through culture, not 

as a cultural product. 
• General revelation – the revelation of God in creation, cultural texts in part a result of “sensus 

divintatis” our general awareness/sense of the divine which is part of the human condition. 
• Common Grace – all truth & love come from God, all goodness is Godness. 



• Imago Dei – we are able to produce works and worlds of truth and meaning because we are created 
in the image of God 

• Missio Dei – that mission is an attribute of God not an activity of the church, that God is by nature a 
sending, engaged God and we a sent people. 

• The Trinity as both model of and invitation to community through mutual self-surrender 
(perichoresis). 

 
Who are we then? 
I think the best way to describe who we are as a community is as a new-monastic community, a community 
of followers who are seeking first and foremost to be equipped, resourced and supported in living a life that 
exudes mission, to reflect a mission and holistic spirituality and to live that life alongside those for whom 
church has no meaning or connection and to be focussed on being agents of transformation in the world in 
which we find ourselves. 
 
We do this by, 

• Meeting together to eat, break bread/share wine, meditate on scripture and pray together 
• Seeking to live in a rhythm of life and developing our own liturgical expression (the work of the 

people) 
• Seeking to model intimacy and mutual vulnerability 
• Focussing on the communities we live alongside/in 
• Seeking to be creative, dynamic and participatory 
• Listening to culture/community 
• Emphasising the importance of relationship over events 
• Seeking to create points of connection within culture/community 

 
An example is a simple weekly rhythm we are experimenting with, 
 

1. See and appreciate something new in Creation 
2. Explore something about Jesus 
3. Listen in silence to the Spirit 
4. Bless and be blessed by someone 
5. Listen to and share a God story with someone 
6. Pray for and ask for prayer from someone 
7. Rest 

 
George Lings wrote a paper on New-Monastic Orders in which he says, 
 

“an Order has the strategic chance to embody that church and mission are intrinsically connected; 
they act as a double helix, with both intertwining and growing.  The essential linkage between church 
and mission is first rooted in Trinity as Community-in-Mission.  This is played out in New Testament 
language that sees church as both sower and fruit of the gospel. Fruit is the precursor to more 
seeds.  No sooner is church the consequence of mission, than it becomes also the conductor of 
mission. The New Testament also tells us church is more than the bearer of the message, it also 
embodies the message.  This is related to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit who gives us a foretaste of 
what we proclaim.” 
 

Therefore we see the community as itself an embodiment of the Kingdom inwardly and outwardly.  We seek 
to reflect shalom between ourselves. The community is a small but rich tapestry of Christian expression and 
churchmanship.  In many ways we are post-denominational, we actively allow space for different views and 
interpretations of the Christian faith in the context of relationship and community.  In many ways we believe 
that part of our charism is to celebrate unity in diversity, to model community rather than club or niche 
expression.  As we live our lives in the wider community we seek to be people of shalom, to begin first by 
offering peace and by living in the wider community as opposed to “reaching out” into it.  In a culture where 
family and community are strained and struggling we believe a major part of a missional response is to 
model real community and love. 
 
New-monastic communities the world over are reframing tradition, spirituality, community and mission using 
the tools of intentional community, holistic spirituality, contextual theology and missional engagement.  We 
are coming to believe that, in our own way, we are part of this exploration in Telford. 
 



What we do. 
 
The Table 

 
Each Thursday the community meets to 
share a meal together.  The intention is to 
reflect a form of “refrectory” i.e. to be a 
gathering of the core community from our 
individual places and journeys, to be a 
spiritual place of refreshment and reflection 
and to be a place of hospitality, welcome and 
nourishment. 
 
We make and eat a meal, we invite guests to 
join us, we spend time in reflection and 
meditation on Scripture, we write, create and 
use liturgy, we break bread and share wine 
together, we pray together and we gently and 
generously hold each other accountable.  We 

have been surprised how vital it has been to eat together as family, with no “head of the table”, as equals 
and how real the breaking of bread and sharing of wine feels in this context. 
 
We have welcomed guests from all over the world and from other faiths to share and reflect with us on God, 
Spirituality, Mission and Community.  We have all been surprised by the depth of spiritual reflection and the 
real sense of the presence of God in our midst and how guests have slotted into the gathering effortlessly 
and how they have helped us in our meditations.   
 
 
A Poem of Creation 
 

Last year we began talking to young parents 
we met at Pre-Schools and community events 
about children and spirituality.  Many told us 
that they wished there was a way of exploring 
spirituality/God with their children which was 
not “Sunday School”.  We asked them what it 
would look like, they said that it would be 
experiential/activity based, it would include 
story (and specifically Bible stories), it would be 
outside and have some sense of connection 
with the environment. 
 
We developed what we called “a poem of 
creation – a walk in the wonder of God’s world”.  
The walks are focussed on the seasons.  They 

are a mix of Bible story, poetry, activity, nature hunt and prayer.  We have been running these for over a year 
now and a regular group of around half a dozen families has grown focussed on the walks.  We have used 
several parks and venues around Telford, including Appley Woods, Donnington Community Centre/Park and 
the Greenwood Centre, Ironbridge.   
 
We plan to continue and develop 
these including a possible weekly 
indoor storytelling/craft gathering in 
2009.   
 
Louisa Berry and Carol Bryant lead 
the planning and the walks 
themselves. 
 
 



Mind*Body*Spirit Fairs 
 
Each year we take part in up to three Mind*Body*Spirit Fairs in 
Telford.  At the fairs we have a small stall, but the main focus is to 
offer prayer, prophecy and conversation.  Different people are 
developing specific roles at the Fairs,  Jem and Tam Sheen are 
focussing on the Prayer and Prophecy (including anointing with oil) 
and Mark Berry on conversations with organisers and stall holders.  
 
We are beginning to reflect on what we do and how it needs to reflect 
our own gifts, skills and traditions/experience and how we take it 
forward. 
 
 
In Sacred Steps 

 
We wanted to explore ways of engaging further 
with people we meet at Mind*Body*Spirit fairs, 
the local environment and history, so we led a 
couple of pilgrimage walks to Wenlock Priory 
and to Buildwas Abbey.  Each walk has 
meditations and liturgies than run through the 
walk and provide opportunities for conversation 
and reflection.  We plan to run more of these in 
conjunction with the Mind*Body*Spirit fair 
programme in 2009. 
 
The Pilgrim walks are led by Mark Berry. 
 
 
 

 
 
AFC Telford United Football Club 
  
“Sharing Life” – The Ministry/Mission in AFC Telford United is 
based around the model of Luke 10 and 1 Thessalonians 2, the 
sense of dwelling in the community and offering peace, living 
transparent lives, speaking of peace, healing and reconciliation, 
working for peace and transformation in the community etc.   This 
has included sweeping the terraces after tha games, helping out 
on Matchdays when needed, spending time with individuals 
(Team, Staff and Supporters) offering a listening ear and prayer 
and questioning unjust behaviour and situations within the club 
and developing charity work in the Club – in particular with 
Banardos. 
 



I (Mark Berry) have been involved in the club for 
nearly three years, last November I was co-opted on 
to the Trust Board and at the following AGM elected 
for 3 years as a Board Member.  We have a small 
group of around 4 of us involved in supporting the 
Club though my involvement is the most active.  I 
have had the privilege in the last year or so to spend 
a lot of time with the Chairman, Managers and 
Captain, along with other players and many 
supporters on a one to one basis.  I am currently 
working on several major projects including 
producing a book and developing a Schools 
Football/Sport Academy in Cape Coast Ghana.  I 

am led to believe that Telford has the largest Ghanaian community (in terms of 
percentage of the population) outside Ghana, neither safespace nor the Football Club has much in the way 
of contact or relationship with the Ghanaian community.  We suggested to CMS that we might create a link 
with a youth/sports project in Ghana as a way of engaging Globally and Locally.  Actually our idea has 
developed into supporting the Anglican Schools Sports Co-ordinators team (with CMS) in forming a brand 
new academy working with young people who are struggling in the education system and/or facing poverty 
yet who show some talent in sports to develop ways of combining football training and general education.  
This will take the form of a mobile football academy working closely in and alongside the schools and an 
annual inter-schools tournament under the banner of the “Cape Coast Telford Academy”.  I visited Cape 
Coast Ghana in October to begin the process with them.  We plan to host “Ghana Games” at Telford where 
we offer tickets to local Ghanaian Children and community groups for Telford Games.  The aim is to break 
down barriers and encourage integration across the communities. 
 
In the New Year we will be thinking about how we can develop opportunities for engagement/exploration in 
the community of the football club. 
 
Mission Shaped Ministry/Fresh Expressions/CMS etc. 
 
The community is part of the leadership of MSM training in the Midlands (planning teaching, hospitality, 
worship etc.).  And as well as being part of the planning team we are hosting both the planning sessions for 
the Midlands Vision day and the event itself.  We are working closely with Andrew Roberts in his new role as 
head of training for Fresh Expressions.  I will be mentoring a student on the Pioneer Ministry Ordination 
stream and will be teaching on both the CYM degree and Pioneer Ministry course this next year again. 
 
I (Mark) continue in my role within the Mission Communities team of CMS and have led a visit to Kubk 
Germany. 
 
Worship and liturgy. 
 
We have led worship/meditations in many places including Greenbelt three years running, Grace in Ealing 
London, Lichfield Cathedral, Dudley and for Fresh Expressions in several locations and our liturgy has been 
published by Proost and in “The Perfect Storm” by Dr. Leonard Sweet, CPAS Leadership magazine and a 
new Religious Education publication for Schools in Northern Ireland. 
 



Sanktuary 

saŋk• tuary  real coffee  fresh smoothies  chilled beats  a listening ear 
a place of refuge and protection 
a safe place 
a special place 
a spiritual place 
 
The vision 
The vision for saŋk• tuary is to create a safe place for people who use the Nightclubs in Wellington, a 
mission partnership between Safespace and Wellington Methodist Church.  We want to create a place where 
those who feel threatened, insecure, lonely, helpless or just caught up in the whirlwind of the nightlife can 
find safety, a relaxed place and people willing to listen.   
 
The venue  
Wellington Methodist Church Community Room – The situation of the Methodist Church is perfect for 
engaging with the many people who use the Nightclubs etc. in Wellington.  The Community Room is itself 
ideal as it has separate access, ensuring the security of the rest of the building, access to the Kitchen and 
toilets and will eventually have a specific entrance.  The room would be decorated with temporary fixtures (it 
has been suggested that we could use removable fittings on the top of wooden notice/display boards e.g. 
hooks or Velcro strips so material could be hung over the boards), rugs and soft furnishings etc.  Telephones 
will be available for people to call Taxi firms. 
 
Audio/Visual 
PA System would be brought in and a data projector used to create a “chill out zone” atmosphere.   We aim 
as we develop to encourage local/young DJs and Musicians to play ambient/chill-out/acoustic music. 
 
Signage 
Ian, a member of Safespace is a sign surveyor and has the equipment to produce professional signage 
(boards, vinyl banners etc.) which would be stored off site and brought in each week. 
 
Refreshments 
We aim to provide Coffee, Smoothies and Cookies and Brownies cooked on the premises.  Tam, a member 
of Safespace has up until recently been manager of the Meeting Point House Café and holds all the relevant 
certification and has good contacts with suppliers etc.  Refreshments would be free but with a donation box 
available to help cover costs. 
 
Staffing 
Staffing would be made up of volunteers, in the main; Members of Safespace and Young Adults/Youth 
workers from local Churches.  All staff would need to be CRB checked and we would provide some training 
before starting.  Tam (Safespace) is happy to co-ordinate the Kitchen side of things and Mark (Safespace), 
who is a qualified and experienced Youth Worker will co-ordinate the room staffing etc.  Staff will be provided 
with T-shirts/Identification. 
 
Times 
We propose running initially on Friday Nights from circa 11 until 3, to cover both the under 18’s and the over 
18’s sessions at the Nightclubs, with a break at some point in the middle.  If the correct license can be 
obtained we aim to run a pilot month in December and then review for the New Year. 
 
Spiritual 
There would be spaces in the room for spiritual reflection/enquiry, stations to interact with but we would not 
plan to be overtly evangelistic.  We would encourage staff to be willing to talk but primarily to listen and to 
build relationships. 
 
Other 
We would produce leaflets and posters for the Clubs and seek to build relationships with Club and Door 
Staff, the Police and local Taxi Firms. 



Other questions 
 
The community is just beginning to reflect/explore the question of a community house/house of hospitality.  
Any house would have to have private space, community space and open (third) space.  We believe that it 
would need to be an “Abrams Tent”, a place with easy access, on the crossroads of life in the wider 
community.  We don’t envisage all of the community living in a community house 
 
As we develop relationships and community involvement we are aware that we need to begin to ask 
questions about opportunities for evangelism particularly and discipleship outside the core community.  We 
also need to explore the Funding/Finances, in terms of giving and resourcing but also in relation to how we 
resource communities which are not modelled on the inherited churc h model. 
 
We have begun to ask how we are connected/engaged in the Diocese/Anglican Church.  At this time we 
don’t feel that we as a community are not engaged in any real conversation about our struggles and our 
experiences in a way that shares learning and story.  If we are tasked to experiment, and our measure of 
success in narrative we need to find better ways of being heard for both our benefit and that of the 
Diocese/Church of England.  Alongside this we are wondering whether a connection through the new 
Bishops Mission Orders is more apposite for us than through the Diocesan “Fresh Expressions” network. 
 
 


